
Seradex OrderStream
Technical Release Notes

June 2023

AcctMaintenance.dll

6.4.127 06/16/2023 I2302360 Modified the Customer Ship form to filter the list of Cust Acct Sets based on 

the facility of the selected ship from location to prevent mismatches from 

being created on the ship tos when the Division/Facility functionality is 

enabled.

I2210181 Require Address in Vendor Maintenance Entry

I2304164 Ensure when viewing a ship to in read only mode from transactions such as 

sales order, users cannot change the ship to or modify address or additional 

information such as taxes.

6.4.128 06/19/2023 I2306161 Ensure the correct name of the ShipTermID field is used when gathering 

Ship To information from the Lookup.

AdminTools.dll

6.4.71 06/16/2023 I2305156 Modified Web Update to ensure that DBOX update failures remain visible 

and are not cleared when the updates are completed.  In addition, the user is 

now notified at the end of the process if a DBOX update fails.  Improved the 

messaging when certain updates are available.

I2305224 Modified WebUpdate to bypass checking custom files, and therefore not 

providing updates for them, when the client is unable to download the latest 

core files because they are using an unsupported setup (SQL Server prior to 

SQL 2016, not using the SeradexMasterConfiguration.xml file (i.e. SQL 

sxSystem db), or not yet using the new user interfaces (screens).  This 

eliminates potential errors due to their custom files being updated to use files 

and functionality that the client does not yet have.

Config.dll

6.4.204 06/16/2023 I2305051 Modified Config code to use absolute reference, instead of relative 

referencing when the determining the Input Cell address to write Input values 

for configuration.

I2305304 Modified config to only delete error log records that were created by config 

only and not others

I2306011 Corrected an issue to always show the correct 'Records not processed' count 

on auto processor inteface when reconfiguring.

I2305144 Corrected an issue in the configurator to properly support multiple instances 

of an item by using the Twin column setup.

I2304292 For Autoprocessor, when using the 'UpdateDetail' option, LAN configurations 

will now be updated as expected.

I2302029 Implemented the functional support in the configurator for the Auto List 

Single Value default feature for excel and query controlled text box properties 

in both Dbox and Order Steam

I2301142 Modified the config Properties form to be able to have values with up to 250 

characters in the spread.
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June 2023

6.4.204 06/16/2023 I2303123 Corrected an issue that was causing property value lookup selection from the 

search module to not be selected in the configurator for simple combo boxes.

Fixed  both issues found, including the problem that was causing errors when 

navigating with the configurator line buttons for single column combo boxes, 

and properly load the properties that was saved in the other combo types.

DataTransfer.mdb

6.4.306 06/16/2023 I2301093 Modified to update the core Microvellum version 2.0 import queries to be able 

to:

- Show the dimensions on the BOM description.

- Round the dimensions to 4 decimal places on description fields.

- Adjust the logic that calculates the quantity per parent when dealing with 

the optimization data since the data is optimized taking into account the total 

quantity per line.

I2303345 Modified to add a new field to the AppIntegrationBOMs table to store the 

item's source classification. Note that to make a use of this field the import 

queries must specified the item's source.

I2301142 Modified the Properties and ProductLineProperties tables to increase the 

length of the DefaultValue column to 250 characters.

I2301293 Added a new Integrity Check to detect unsupported parallel operation 

branches on work orders.

I2303233 Increased the Username field in the Error Logs table to accept longer 

usernames such as service accounts or application pools.

I2203305 Added DatabaseID to ModuleThemeLinks to allow filtering by database in the 

Module Theme Configurator.

I2302089 Added an Integrity Check to report on Work Centers that do not have 

Calendars for Clients with Advanced Finite/Hybrid Scheduling.

I2206272 Added a new table to store the information for additional external databases. 

Also added a new field to the AppIntegrationSetupDetails table.

I2305169 Corrected update for the Add Zero Default Constraints to Est/SO Details 

Retail Fields data transfer update if those fields already had a default value 

of 0.

Estimating.dll

6.4.198 06/16/2023 I2301281 Corrected issue where generating a Sales order from an estimate using 

advanced batch processing does not calculate the available credit on the 

newly created sales order.

InventoryTransfer.dll

6.4.122 06/16/2023 I2302128A The transfer system has been updated to handle missing transfer quantities.

I2302318 Ensure that allocated inventory can be transferred through a Transit transfer.

Invoice.dll
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6.4.189 06/16/2023 I2302371 Improved performance approving larger invoices which are related to 

shipments or direct sales order invoices with a large number of lot/serial 

tracked items.

ItemEditor.dll

6.4.161 06/16/2023 I2211266 A new menu item has been added to launch the Batch BOM Update utility.

I2304195 Manual labour schedule modifications no longer include invalid operations.

RptDataCollection.dll

6.4.83 06/16/2023 I2210001 Modified to correct a problem with one of the queries that gathers the data 

for the "Completed Work Order Variance" report.

SalesOrder.dll

6.4.244 06/16/2023 I2209045 Modified the routine that synchronizes the serial records with the quantity on 

the work order when the serial numbers are stored in the 

WorkOrderLotSerialInventory table to improve reliability when dealing with 

multiple lines and lines where some serial numbers have already been 

completed.

I2303354 Modified a query within MatReq to prevent multiplication of records for Stock 

items.

I2302032 Support for inter-company has been extended to the sales order backend.

Seradex.BaseSystem.dll

6.4.61 06/16/2023 I2302372 Added extension method to facilitate easier string manipulation.

Seradex.Common.EDISystem.dll

6.4.22 06/16/2023 I2207172 Added the ability for Single Sheet Excel EDI imports to use the Automated 

Import functionality if only one EDI Type is expected.

Seradex.CommonServices.dll

6.4.81 06/16/2023 I2303189 Refactored to eliminate an unneeded method to obtain EmployeeGroup.

I2303277 Altered the progress indicator to ensure when the progress form is stopped 

that it properly cleans up internal objects used.

I2306011 Corrected an issue to show the appropriate colors for configured line items 

with configuration errors.

Seradex.Connection.dll

6.4.52 06/16/2023 I2302372 Added asynchronous methods for creating data tables and data sets.
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Seradex.EstimateSystem.dll

6.4.32 06/16/2023 I2302372 Improve save performance times for large data sets.

I2303242 Corrected an issue that was causing the wrong new line number information 

to be written to PriceList.xls Input worksheet when adding new new additional 

charge items

I2306011 Corrected an issue to show the appropriate colors for configured line items 

with configuration errors.

6.4.33 06/19/2023 I2306161 Revert the batch save upgrade changes until the modified details can be 

determined correctly.

Seradex.Excel.dll

6.4.27 06/21/2023 I2208320 Modified utility to open configurator workbooks in READ ONLY mode.

Seradex.Financials.FinancialsSystem.dll

6.4.130 06/16/2023 I2303189 Refactored to eliminate an unneeded method to obtain EmployeeGroup.

I2101194 Added validation on the year end close to detect unapproved manual entires 

on or before the year end date and when viewing unapproved manual entires 

that happen to be in closed periods to inform the user as to why the entry is 

locked.

Seradex.Infragistics.dll

6.4.65 06/16/2023 I2302371 Improved loading combos used on the new interface forms where there is a 

large amount of rows and columns.

I2303211 Added handling to set the combo dropdown width to a value based on the 

width of its contents.

I2302372 Update typed combo controls to be able to load in a more efficient manner. 

Improve Data Validation performance. Improve connection handling in 

Secured Controls.

I2304021 Reduced the global grid scroll bar size to accommodate small grids.

I2208259 Add helper methods to facilitate easier usage of grid column Hidden and 

Read Only properties.

I2305013 Changed the col.Tag attribute to col.Key to be checked if the grid combo is 

"priority" and should be treated like a combo.

I2203305 Modified to support applying Module Themes to a specific database.  

Enhanced the Module Theme Configurator to improve seeing and modifying 

existing settings.  Enabled overriding the theme for combos.

I2303224 Modified to allow the Infragistics built-in filter row to behave properly when 

filtering on checkbox columns. Now it will allow filtering on both: true and 

false values.

Seradex.Inventory.Adjustment.dll

6.4.9 06/16/2023 I2210120 Added handling of the new Exclude Consignment setting when using the 

location chooser dialog on Physical Count sheet creation.
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Seradex.Inventory.dll

6.4.44 06/16/2023 I2303253 Support has been added for Shipping lot/serial inventory allocation from web 

applications.

I2304160 Support has been added for assigning inventory to a sales order from mobile 

applications.

I2210056 Improved performance approving shipments for those with larger databases.

I2304015 Corrected inventory allocation functions when used to release allocated 

inventory

Seradex.InvoiceSystem.dll

6.4.34 06/16/2023 I2302371 Improved performance loading Credit note from search for larger databases 

and improved loading invoice for those with large amount of sell items and 

historical invoices.

Seradex.ItemEditor.ItemEditorSystem.dll

6.4.4 06/16/2023 I2211266 A new Batch BOM Update utility has been created to manage item BOMs.

I2304006 Modified to update related transactions when the line spec is changed due to 

a quantity modification in the "Mass BOM Quantity Modifier".

Seradex.Library.dll

6.4.30 06/16/2023 I2206272 Modified to add a new table to store the information for additional external 

databases. Also added a new field to the AppIntegrationSetupDetails table.

I2203305 Modified the colourless theme applied to controls.

Seradex.OrderEntry.AdvancedDeliverySchedule.dll

6.4.6 06/16/2023 I2305001 Modified the new document procedure to prevent previous documents' detail 

UDFs from being deleted.

Seradex.OrderEntry.dll

6.4.22 06/16/2023 I2302371 Updated to support passed in connections

Seradex.OrderEntryLibrary.dll

6.4.33 06/13/2023 I2306105 When a new spec needs to be created through the Add Additional Charges 

functionality, ensure that all data readers are closed before requesting new 

spec creation.

6.4.34 06/16/2023 I2305228 When the Pricelist returns $0 as the list price, ensure that any valid Pricelist 

discount is still applied to the line, when applicable.

I2304198 PriceList behaviour will no longer run for Product Line items.

I2304015 Updated shipping to be able to process shipments via ERP Anywhere
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June 2023

6.4.34 06/16/2023 I2302372 Add generic Stock Qty table gathering behaviour.

Seradex.ProductConfigurator.dll

6.4.15 06/16/2023 I2304292 For Autoprocessor, when using the 'UpdateDetail' option, LAN configurations 

will now be updated as expected.

Seradex.Production.DataCollection.dll

6.4.71 06/05/2023 I2305256 Ensure that when completing Lot and Serial tracked WO line items with a 

quantity of 0 in SFE, the QtyCompleted is set to the remaining quantity to 

complete of the line.

6.4.72 06/16/2023 I2204117 Modified to use the work center specified from scheduling as the default 

when available in Shop Floor Execution.

I2111041 Added support to use on punch clock for indirect labour.

I2212173 Fixed an issue where over/under completion was being allowed for cells that 

did not have those options enabled.

Seradex.Production.PunchClock.dll

6.4.19 06/16/2023 I2111041 Added support for custom logic and altered to use the shop floor system for 

indirect labour.

Seradex.Production.QualityAssurance.dll

6.4.9 06/16/2023 I2302026 Corrected error when there is no connection available with the runtime 

engine of 'sxRuntime'.

Seradex.Production.Scheduling.dll

6.4.92 06/16/2023 I2305272 Modified to free up a significant amount of memory when data is reloaded to 

eliminate an OutOfMemoryException in Finite/Hybrid Scheduling.

Seradex.Production.WorkOrder.dll

6.4.46 06/16/2023 I2305110 Modified the validation routine on save to bypass checking for multiple 

divisions if there are no lines to be checked.

I2303227 The work order form can no longer reset the mat req status.

6.4.47 06/19/2023 I2306138 Modified to ensure that the query that updates the quantity stock on sub work 

order lines after changes have been made on the corresponding top work 

order line properly recalculates the stock quantity value.

Seradex.Purchasing.dll

6.4.39 06/16/2023 I2302372 Improved save performance for large data sets.
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Seradex.Purchasing.ReceivingSystem.dll

6.4.39 05/15/2023 I2305191 Corrected error checking negative inventory on VR approval.

6.4.40 06/16/2023 I2210248 Improved performance of loading.saving unapproved vendor returns and 

receipts with a large number of lines not marked completed.

I2304041 Ensured if a PO is received without any qty to received and every line on the 

receipt is marked as completed by the user, the header of the receipt gets 

marked as inventory updated to match the details inventory updated status.

I2302033 Receiving Items now default to 1 when repicked.

Seradex.SalesOrderSystem.dll

6.4.43 06/16/2023 I2304070 Ensure that the internal Update Price Option property is not defaulted to an 

invalid value.

I2303242 Corrected an issue that was causing the wrong new line number information 

to be written to PriceList.xls Input worksheet when adding new new additional 

charge items

I2305243 The code to validate agreement between header and line ShipTos will be 

bypassed if no header ShipTo has been set.

I2306011 Corrected an issue to show the appropriate colors for configured line items 

with configuration errors.

Seradex.ServiceOrderSystem.dll

6.4.11 06/16/2023 I2208259 Add read-only CustomerPO field to SVO Details.

Seradex.Shipping.dll

6.4.28 05/30/2023 I2305193 Corrected issue shipping the remainder of a previously partially shipping 

order line that was invoiced.  The sales order line status was being set to 

invoiced prematurely.

6.4.29 06/16/2023 I2305332 Shipments with no items to ship will now record that inventory has been 

updated after approval.

I2305263 Added handling for cases when the loaded 

SalesOrderDetails.QtyShippedToDate values are NULL, treating them as 

zero.

I2301221 Added validation on new shipment save to check for an extant unapproved 

shipment against the related sales order.

I2304014 Corrected calls to GetFieldData.

I2304015 Updated shipping to be able to process shipments via ERP Anywhere

I2304135 Corrected issue saving when the Shipping Genkey is locked or ran out of 

keys.

I2304030 Added validation/correction on save to populate the header SalesOrderID if 

the shipment's lines have only one SalesOrderID among them - likely as a 

result of having deleted one or more lines for a multi-order shipment.

I2210056 Improved performance approving shipments for those with larger databases.

Seradex.SQLBuildActions.dll
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6.4.2 05/26/2023 I2305235 The temporary table replacement has been updated to support table name 

instances with no leading spaces.

6.4.3 06/16/2023 I2304259 Used .Net methods to instantiate and dispose of the 

Seradex.Win.RecurringTransaction object, rather than COM, preventing a 

disposal error when closing the JobCosting core report.

Seradex.Strings.dll

6.4.53 06/16/2023 I2210120 Added ConsignmentInventory license to the LicenseKeys class.

Seradex.UserDefined.dll

6.4.19 06/16/2023 I2305001 Modified the new document procedure to prevent previous documents' detail 

UDFs from being deleted.

Seradex.Utilities.IntegrationMgrSystem.dll

6.4.31 06/16/2023 I2304138 Modified to ensure that the selected Microvellum products during the import 

are validated against the OrderStream product lines and also that the product 

lines have been set up with their corresponding phantom items.

I2206272 Modified to add support for the new App Integration Microvellum import mode 

based on consolidated work orders.

I2301280 Ensure the correct App Type object is used when importing through the 2020 

Import system.

I2303345 Modified to be able to display a couple of additional columns on the "Missing 

Items" screen: the item's source and the source item name to help the user 

determining the nature of the missing items, whether they are make or 

simple components.

Seradex.Win.AdvancedDeliverySchedule.dll

6.4.7 06/16/2023 I2305001 Modified the new document procedure to prevent previous documents' detail 

UDFs from being deleted.

Seradex.Win.AppboxThemeConfigurator.dll

6.4.7 06/16/2023 I2203305 Modified to support applying Module Themes to a specific database.  

Enhanced the Module Theme Configurator to improve seeing and modifying 

existing settings.

Seradex.Win.BatchProcessor.dll

6.4.23 06/16/2023 I2303189 Refactored to eliminate an unneeded method to obtain EmployeeGroup.

Seradex.Win.Controls.dll
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6.4.40 06/16/2023 I2302372 Cleaned up connection handling in the Contact control. Improved robustness 

of the Document Storage clean up method.

I2304164 Ensure when viewing the ship to from sales order when the order is 

locked,users can not edit the ship to information such as address or change 

to another ship to.

I2101194 Corrected display issue with the grid message box that was allowing users to 

edit the data.

Seradex.Win.Estimate.dll

6.4.51 05/11/2023 I2305142 Ensure that the View > All menu is correctly identified when clicked and that 

the Estimate combo is loaded appropriately.

6.4.52 06/16/2023 I2305244 Modified to ensure that if the estimate is approved, read-only or closed its 

lines cannot be deleted.

I2306011 Corrected an issue to show the appropriate colors for configured line items 

with configuration errors.

I2302372 Improve form loading and order loading performance.

I2303177 The menu item to view the pricing workbook is now disabled when aspose 

pricing is enabled in application preferences.

I2212049 The Shift + Insert functionality for inserting a new row will no longer move 

focus to the bottom of the grid.

I2304198 Prevent line price updates due to Sales Rep changes on copy of an estimate.

I2301280 The Windows wait cursor will now be displayed when manually running the 

Add Additional Charges functionality.

6.4.53 06/19/2023 I2306161 Ensure that the row state of the first added empty row does not get set to 

Unchanged, as this caused issues with saving.

Seradex.Win.Financials.dll

6.4.129 06/16/2023 I2304093 Added negative masking to Deposit Amount cells in Deposit form.

I2101194 Added validation on the year end close to detect unapproved manual entires 

on or before the year end date and when viewing unapproved manual entires 

that happen to be in closed periods to inform the user as to why the entry is 

locked.

Seradex.Win.IntegrationManager.dll

6.4.22 06/16/2023 I2303345 Modified the "Missing Items" screen to add a couple of columns: the item's 

source and the source item name to help the user determining the nature of 

the missing items, whether they are make or simple components.

I2206272 Modified to support the new Microvellum consolidated import mode.

I2301280 When running the 2020 Import, errors will now be logged under the correct 

App type, allowing them to be viewed in the Error Logs grid. When selecting 

a 2020 Import file, as well as importing, the Windows wait cursor will now be 

displayed along with visual changes to the Import button.

I2304138 Modified to call the validation routines that ensure that the Microvellum 

products are validated against the OrderStream product lines during the 

import process and also that the product lines are set up with their 

corresponding phantom items.
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6.4.22 06/16/2023 I2303224 Modified to add the default filter row to the various setup user screens 

available for the Microvellum and Cabinet Vision import types.

Seradex.Win.InventoryAdjustment.dll

6.4.2 06/16/2023 I2210120 Added ability to display the location chooser dialog when creating the 

Physical Count sheet when using Consignment Inventory. Added Exclude 

Consign setting to the Create Count Sheet dialog.

Seradex.Win.InventoryCosting.dll

6.4.11 06/16/2023 I2304021 Reduced the global grid scroll bar size to accommodate small grids.

Seradex.Win.InventoryTransfer.dll

6.4.35 06/16/2023 I2209303 When receiving a facility transfer, selecting the transfer number will now 

automatically populate the available inventory.

Seradex.Win.Invoice.dll

6.4.59 06/16/2023 I2302371 Improved performance approving larger invoices which are related to 

shipments or direct sales order invoices with a large number of lot/serial 

tracked items.

I2301044 Improved performance of loading invoices from search and reduce memory 

usage.

I2303189 Refactored to eliminate an unneeded method to obtain EmployeeGroup.

Seradex.Win.ItemEditor.dll

6.4.5 06/16/2023 I2211266 A new Batch BOM Update utility has been created to manage item BOMs.

I2304006 Modified to be able to update related transactions when the line spec is 

changed due to a quantity modification in the "Mass BOM Quantity Modifier".

Seradex.Win.MaintenanceTools.dll

6.4.18 06/16/2023 I2209008 Minor changes for internal use.

Seradex.Win.Purchasing.dll

6.4.68 05/09/2023 I2305116 The saving a purchase order will now remove temporary database objects 

created while validating.

6.4.69 06/16/2023 I2302372 Improve form loading and order loading performance.

I2302233 Remove validation on stock or nontrack items for missing owner information

I2212246 The Buyer and Requested By combos will now have inactive employees 

filtered out.
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Seradex.Win.Receiving.dll

6.4.61 06/16/2023 I2210248 Improved performance of loading.saving unapproved vendor returns and 

receipts with a large number of lines not marked completed.

I2206111 Improved loading unapproved receipts with large number of lines, especially 

those with detail ownership to either sales order or work orders.

Seradex.Win.SalesOrder.dll

6.4.57 05/11/2023 I2305142 Ensure that the View > All menu is correctly identified when clicked and that 

the Sales Order combo is loaded appropriately.

6.4.58 05/26/2023 I2305255 Corrected issue whereby changing a tax on an existing ship to in Sales order 

without changing to different ship to no longer calculated tax on the order.

6.4.59 06/16/2023 I2304164 Address control will now lock ShipTo controls when SOStatus is Shipped or 

higher

I2306011 Corrected an issue to show the appropriate colors for configured line items 

with configuration errors.

I2306065 Modified the line number handling to invoke the correct line when invoking 

ItemEditor from the SalesOrder grid.

I2303177 The menu item to view the pricing workbook is now disabled when aspose 

pricing is enabled in application preferences.

I2303386 Corrected issue where changing a ship to address on a Sales order was not 

updating the current order.

I2304162 Allow external calls to refresh the sales order combo.

I2212049 The Shift + Insert functionality for inserting a new row will no longer move 

focus to the bottom of the grid.

I2302221 Applied the same secured control treatment to the exploded view of the 

Comments/TAG grid column for the purposes of making it editable when the 

parent document is approved.

I2301280 The Windows wait cursor will now be displayed when manually running the 

Add Additional Charges functionality.

I2302032 After processing inter-company documents, the sales order backend 

connection information will now be reset.

I2302360 Modified to add a core validation to ensure a customer account set is 

assigned to the sales order header on save.  Also, made two modifications, 

one to prevent the header location from being cleared on selection of new 

location when creating an order and the other to ensure that the Cust Acct 

Set from ship to is assigned to the sales order header when there is one.

Seradex.Win.Scheduling.Finite.dll

6.4.38 06/16/2023 I2305272 Modified to free up a significant amount of memory when data is reloaded to 

eliminate an OutOfMemoryException.

Seradex.Win.Search.dll

6.4.103 06/16/2023 I2302190 In the Search grid control, ensure the Copy and Sort context menus are 

displayed as expected after previously right clicking on the search grid grey 

space.
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Seradex.Win.ServiceOrder.dll

6.4.18 06/16/2023 I2212213 Improved performance of loading existing Service order documents where 

there is a large number of active items in the database.

I2303189 Refactored to eliminate an unneeded method to obtain EmployeeGroup.

I2208259 Added read-only CustomerPO field to the SVO Detail grid. Rename header 

CustomerPO field to Reference. Modified which fields are editable.

Seradex.Win.Shipping.dll

6.4.47 06/16/2023 I2301221 Added validation on new shipment save to check for an extant unapproved 

shipment against the related sales order.

I2304075 Improved performance loading the Shipping form either from the profile bar 

or from external sources such as search.

I2304030 Removed validation to prevent saving a shipment with no header 

SalesOrderID where one should be present.

I2304135 Corrected issue saving when the Shipping Genkey is locked or ran ouf ot 

keys.

Seradex.Win.WorkOrder.dll

6.4.48 06/16/2023 I2304222 Modified the call to reload WO after save to use the selected work order 

when opened from another module and thereby permit a full reload.

I2212258 The Origin Work Order combo will now be populated with all work orders in 

the system.

I2302371 Improved performance when loading work orders and creating new ones 

when you have a large number of items or a large number of searches setup 

in the search tab.

I2301133 Corrected issue whereby tabbing from certain controls without changing 

anything caused the save button to enable.

I2301319 No longer attempt to resize grid columns loading WO from external sources 

to be consistent with the other modules, if a user had saved grid layouts they 

are still applied.

I2305059 The Qty Completed WorkOrder form grid column was made to be 

persistently read-only.

I2305214 Set the Qty Transferred Date Work Order form grid field to be non-editable 

by default.

6.4.49 06/23/2023 I2306239 Improved performance loading Work order from external sources for those 

with a large number of existing work orders.

ShipDetails.exe

6.4.25 06/16/2023 I2301342 Implemented a system auth code authorization feature for item additions to 

completed boxes. Users are now prompted to enter authorization code when 

they add items to completed boxes.
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sxAddress.ocx

6.4.16 06/16/2023 I2210181 Require Address in Vendor Maintenance Entry

sxMaintenance.dll

6.4.153 06/16/2023 I2304230 Bypassed form resize logic when the form is being minimized.

I2101194 Added a message when attempting to save the fiscal calendar if the user 

attempted to unlock a period dated prior to the last year end hard close.

sxPhysical.dll

6.4.43 06/16/2023 I2210120 Add Include Consignment flags to the Physical Module tag creation filter 

dialogs. Add consignment tag quantity decrease warning validation.

sxRuntime.exe

6.4.62 06/16/2023 I2209008 Improved the startup time of OrderStream.  The splash screen now displays 

much sooner, but will display even when an update is required.

WebSFE BinShare.zip

6.4.3 06/16/2023 I2212173 Fixed an issue where completing an operation in Web Shop Floor would 

ignore the Cell's constraints about over/under completion. Partial completions 

should now work as expected.

I2302290 Fixed an issue causing the column headers in Web Shop Floor to show the 

data/SQL column name rather than the specified header text. Modified the 

grid to fill more space in the browser and let certain fields have more 

width/space to improve the visual appeal of the website/data.

I2107190 Modified Web Shop Floor to use the exact same code as OrderStream Shop 

Floor for actions such as start, stop, complete etc. It now supports Proration 

of data collection labour for multiple completions in Shop Floor as well.

I2207094 Corrected issues if the work order owner type is not 28 regarding 

attachments.

I2207096 Web Shop Floor will now automatically hide ID columns.

I2209184 Fixed an issue where Web Shop Floor would hang indefinitely when loading 

a cell with no results. Modified Start/Stop/Complete to not completely reload 

the grid, since the Data is properly updated during processing so no reload 

from the database is required.

I2210230 Corrected an issue that prevented operations from being performed on the 

last item in the grid for a cell.

WebSFE Pages.zip

6.4.2 06/16/2023 I2212116 Corrected an issue where the Attachments page in Web Shop Floor would 

fail to load.

I2207094 Corrected issues if the work order owner type is not 28 regarding 

attachments.
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6.4.2 06/16/2023 I2107190 Modified Web Shop Floor to use the exact same code as OrderStream Shop 

Floor for actions such as start, stop, complete etc. It now supports Proration 

of data collection labour for multiple completions in Shop Floor as well.

I2302290 Fixed an issue causing the column headers in Web Shop Floor to show the 

data/SQL column name rather than the specified header text. Modified the 

grid to fill more space in the browser and let certain fields have more 

width/space to improve the visual appeal of the website/data.

WebSFE UI.zip

6.4.2 06/16/2023 I2302290 Fixed an issue causing the column headers in Web Shop Floor to show the 

data/SQL column name rather than the specified header text. Modified the 

grid to fill more space in the browser and let certain fields have more 

width/space to improve the visual appeal of the website/data.

WorkOrder.dll

6.4.226 06/16/2023 I2209045 Modified the routine that synchronizes the serial records with the quantity on 

the work order when the serial numbers are stored in the 

WorkOrderLotSerialInventory table to improve reliability when dealing with 

multiple lines and lines where some serial numbers have already been 

completed.

I2301331 Implemented custom menus in the Work Order Completion form to show 

custom utilities including viewing and printing custom reports.

I2212206 Modified to improve the work order completion process in a multi-user 

environment to make it more resilient.

I2305044 Altered the logic used to determine the schedule end date of the work order 

when all operations on a work order are completed.
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